MEET THE CHEF

Bun B, changed the hip-hop landscape as one half of the Grammy nominated southern rap duo UGK alongside the late Pimp C. Bun B, as a solo artist released 5 projects that embodied his Port Arthur, Texas mantra to keep it trill. Bun, now restauranteur is leading efforts to expand Trill Burgers: named ‘2022’s Best Burger in America’ by Good Morning America, into brick-and-mortar restaurants across the nation. Trill Burgers was the brainchild of Bun B, restaurateur Andy Nguyen, publicist Nick Scurfield and Chef Mike Pham. This team has a passion to deliver the best burgers: including their ‘NEW’ Trill House Burger (steakhouse-style burger) to the masses.

@PEPSIDIGIN   |   PEPSIDIGIN.COM

EXPERIENCE ROTATING SIGNATURE DISHES FROM BLACK-OWNED RESTAURANTS

We’re cooking up new ways to celebrate Black-owned restaurants by creating a seat at the table to continuously drive visibility for Pepsi Dig In Restaurant Royals.

FIELDTRIP
10/9 - 11/5

TRILL BURGERS
11/6 - 12/3

SLIM & HUSKY’S PIZZA
12/4 - 12/31

FOODCHASERS’ KITCHEN
1/1 - 1/28

TRAP KITCHEN
1/29 - 2/25

RESTAURANT ROYALTY
MEET THE CHEF
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Bun, now restauranteur is leading efforts to expand Trill Burgers: named ‘2022’s Best Burger in America’ by Good Morning America, into brick-and-mortar restaurants across the nation. Trill Burgers was the brainchild of Bun B, restaurateur Andy Nguyen, publicist Nick Scurfield and Chef Mike Pham.

This team has a passion to deliver the best burgers: including their ‘NEW’ Trill House Burger (steakhouse-style burger) to the masses.